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ABSTRACT

Although the IBA-1 contains no solutions corresponding to a
rigid triaxial shape, It does contain an effective asymmetry aris-
ing from zero point motion in a Y~soft potential leading to a non-
zero mean or rms Y. In the Consistent Q Formalism (CQF) of the
IBA, most results of a calculation depend only on one parameter x*
A relation will be established between x and the effective asym-
metry parameter Y. The relation between the asymmetry occuring
naturally in IBA-1 and the triaxiality arising from the introduc-
tion of cubic terms into the IBA Hamiltonian will be discussed. It
will be shown that Y~band energy staggering is a particularly sen-
sitive indicator of the degree of Y rigidity. Finally, an exten-
sive new region of 0(6) like Xe and Ba nuclei near A-130 will be
discussed. Their remarkable similarity to Pt will be explored.
Deviations from the strict 0(6) limit can be described in terms of
the interplay of soft and rigid axial asymmetry and calculations
will be presented that interpret the Xe, Ba and Pt isotopes in this
way.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the IBA-1 contains no triaxial solu-

1 2.
tions > , that is, the corresponding classical potential never
has an axially asymmetric minimum. Nevertheless, the 0(6) limit
corresponds to a Y~unstable potential with a mean Y near 30°.
Moreover, calculated E2 branching ratios for deformed nuclei
deviate from the Alaga rules. These facts suggest that, somehow,
the IBA-1 must contain at least an effective asymmetry. It is the
purpose here to show that this is, in fact, the case and to derive
an effective Y that corresponds to a given IBA-1 calculation. This
will be done in the context of the Consistent Q Formalism (CQF) of
the IBA. The origin of this asymmetry in terms of dynamical fluc-
tuations in a Y-soft potential will be discussed as well as its
relation to the more rigid asymmetric shapes that correspond to the
introduction of higher order terms in the IBA-1 Hamiltonian.
Lastly, a new region of 0(6) nuclei near A=130 will be described
and deviations from 0(6) interpreted in terms of Y softness.



The discussion here is largely a report of collaborative

part
this work has been reported in a recent conference at Gull Lake
and will therefore be abbreviated here.

2. AXIAL ASYMMETRY IN IBA-1

The question of axial asymmetry in the IBA-1 can be addressed
by seeking to define an effective y value for a geometrical model
that gives the same result as an IBA calculation. It is most con-
venient to carry out the IBA calculations in the CQF since most
results depend only on the one parameter, x. and one simply tries
to associate, to each x value, a value for y that gives the same
result for a given observable. In the CQF, the IBA Hamiltonian for
nuclei between the 0(6) and SU(3) limits is

H = -K Q«Q - <• L*L (1)

where

(2)
Q = (s+d+d+s) + (X//5) (d

+d) (2)

Since L is diagonal in the IBA basis, only the first term in H is
important and thus < is essentially an energy scale factor. The
resultant wave functioi - and most observables therefore depend only
on X, which takes on the values -/35/2 - -2.958 in SU(3) and 0 in
0(6). The transition between these limits is simply expressed in
terms of a smooth variation in x> .The results of such calculations
are shown in Fig. 1 for several observables and compared there with
those calculated in the asymmetric rotor model . A y~x correspond-
ence can be extracted for a given observable if the calculated
values pass through the same ranges. It is remarkable that this is
precisely the case, even to the extent that the ratio
B(E2:2+2+0+i)/B(E2:2+i+0+

1) maximizes at -0.07 in both calcula-
tions. The fact that the detailed behavior of each curve is dif-
ferent in the two calculations only means that the y~X correlation
is non-linear. For each corresponding pair of curves in Fig. 1, a
Y~X correspondence can be extracted. The results are shown in
Fig. 2 where it is apparent that the resultant y~X relations are
nearly identical for different observables, thus suggesting that it
is valid to assign a reasonably well defined y value to any IBA
calculation with eq. (1) in the CQF.

Not surprisingly, y+300 for x=0 and drops steadily as x
increases. The fact that it does not +0° for the SU(3) limit (x =
-2.958) is a direct reflection of finite boson number effects.
This is easiest to see for the energy ratio shown in Fig. 1. For
axial symmetry (Y=0°) this ratio •*» in the geometrical model but it
is given by



E7+/E,+ - [tc(2N-l)/(0.75 K - K 1 ) ] + 1 (3)

in the SU(3) imit of the IBA. Clearly, this can only +00, yielding
Y=0°, when N-**°. (Nots: Physical values of K and tc1 have opposite
sign, so the denominator in eq. (3) does not vanish.) Thus, the
SU(3) limit is not a pure axial rotor, as often stated. Indeed,
this is also clear from the fact that calculated branching ratios
deviate from the Alaga rules, even in this limit. It is also
interesting to note from the curves for N-12 and 16 in Fig. 2 that
Y increases with decreasing N.

Since the IBA-1 does not contain true asymmetric minima the
asymmetry just deduced must arise from dynamical fluctuations due
to a softness of the potential in the y degree of freedom. Due to
this, it is clear that there must be a relation between Y-softness
and mean effective Y so that large values of the latter arise from
large values of the former. The above extraction of IBA-1 Y values
relied on a comparison with a geometrical model with rigid asym-
metry. Since asymmetry arises in the IBA precisely via Y softness,
it might be questioned whether this procedure is valid. This issue
has been studied by Castanos, Frank and Van Is acker who devised
an alternate method for extracting Y valuer, for the ground state,
directly from the IBA wave functions. Their result is shown in
Fig. 2. The close agreement with the other curves suggests the
approximate validity of the present procedure outlined above.

Since the one parameter characterizing the wave functions in
the CQF is x, once x is determined for a gi.ven nucleus one can
obtain an IBA prediction for the asymmetry Y by using curves simi-
lar to Fig. 2, for the appropriate N value. For the rare earth
region from Gd-Os, such x values have been extracted and are given
in ref. 3. Using these values, effective Y values for the IBA have
been calculated and are compared with experimental ones obtained
from the known Y+g band relative B(E2) values, in Fig. 3. It is
worth noting in passing that the cup-shape form of the IBA predic-
tions is not due to variations in x but is in fact an automatic
outcome of the inclusion of finite boson numbers in the IBA.
(Recalling Fig. 2, it is clear that lower N values imply larger Y
values for a given x»)
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Fig. 1. Energy and B(E2) ratios in the IBA-1 and the asymmetric
rotor model . (IBA resul ts for N=16 unless specified.)
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Fig. 3. Comparison of experimental and calculated y values,
plotted against the boson number N.

3. DYNAMIC VS. STATIC ASYMMETRY IN THE IBA

Axial asymmetry may be obtained in the general context of the
IBA in a variety of ways. The simplest is that outlined in Section
2 whe- " it arises naturally, in the usual IBA-1, from the associa-
ted soitness of the potential in Y. Alternately, the introduction
of various complications can lead to asymmetry but, as will be dis-
cussed, of a much different type. Recently, three approaches of
the latter sort have been used, namely the introduction into the
IBA-1 of cubic terms or of g bosons and, into the IBA-2 of
quadrupole interactions between like bosons (e.g., Qir'Qi
The SU(3)* triaxial symmetry is a limiting case of the latter
In all of these the minimum in the potential of the added interac-
tions is at Y*30°, and one is then dealing with nuclei of stable
asymmetric configurations relatively more rigid in Y. The question
is if, and how, one can distinguish the origin and effects of asym-
metry arising from these different mechanisms.



As recently discussed „ all these methods for incorporating
asymmetry in the 1BA produce similar results for B(E2) values and
quadrupole moments. These quantities are more sensitive to the
mean Y than to dynamical fluctuations in y, A clear difference
between the various approaches, however, does exist in y-band
energies. In the rigid triaxial rotor, these levels do not follow
a J(J+1) law but occur in couplets, grouped as ( 2 / 3 / ) ,
( 4 Y + 5 / ) , (6v+7y+),..., and, indeed, such behavior is
typical of the spectra produced by all those approaches ~ that
correspond to potentials with minima at Y"30°.

In the simple IBA-1, however, Y deformations arise, as noted
above, from Y softness and large Yeff values stem from nearly Y
unstable (Y independent) potentials. This is typified by the
extreme case of the 0(6) limit. The 0(6) eigenvalue equation is

E(0,T,J) = (A/4) a(0+4) + BT(T-K3) + CJ(J+l) (4)

which arises from the chain decomposition

U(6) 3 0(6) 3 0(5)3 0(3). (5)

In such a chain each successive step breaks a previous degeneracy
and adds a new quantum number, a new term in the eigenvalue expres-
sion and new transition selection rules. The spirit behind a
decomposition is that each step involves degeneracy breaking on a
smaller energy scale so that families of levels remain together.
Thus, while not rigorously required, this implies that A » B » C ,
Since the x values of the Y band levels are 2 + ( T = 2 ) , 3 + , 4 + ( T - 3 ) ,
5 +,6 +(T=«4), it is immediately clear that the Y~band energy stagger-
ing in 0(6) is just the opposite to the triaxial case, namely
( 2 / ) , ( 3 / 4 / ) % ( 5 / 6 / ) . . .

Since the several options to incorporate triaxiality into
the IBA are similar, the discussion below will be limited to using
one of these, namely the incorporation of cubic terms. Thus, to
investigate further the relation between Y softness and mean Y, one
can then-consider an extended CQF Hamiltonian of the schematic form

H - -KQ-Q - K'L'L + 63 H . . (6)
cubicwhere

and study the systematic evolution of Y~band energy staggering as a
function of x and 83. Typical results of calculations6 with such a
Hamiltonian are shown at the top of Fig. 4 for N=8. A small 63
leaves the 0(6)-like staggering intact but a more uniform spacing
is achieved for larger 63. This change in structure results, not
so much from a variation in Y (since Y"30° over the entire range of
63 from 0(6) to pure triaxiality) but from a decrease in the



associated Y-softness as larger 83 values lead to a developing
potential minimum at Y=30°.

It is apparent from these results that the introduction of
cubic terms into the IBA-1 hamiltonian leads to a flexibility in
the relation between Y-softness and mean Y that is absent from the
usual IBA-1. Whether such flexibility is necessary in fitting
actual nuclei remains an interesting question. Calculations for

Ru suggest that it is needed thare. Results to be presented
next will show that it provides an equally useful tool in the
0(6)-like region near A=130 and, indeed, probably even in Pt.

4. AN EXTENSIVE 0(6)-LIKE REGION NEAR A=130

Ever since the discovery that the 0(6) limit is manifested
empirically in Pt and neighboring Pt isotopes, there has been
high interest in searching for new 0(6) regions. There are at
least two reasons for this. First, one would like to determine if
Pt is an isolated peculiarity or if the 0(6) coupling scheme is,
like the occurrence of deformed nuclei, a periodic phenomenon.
Secondly, the discovery of a symmetry region immediately provides a
benchmark for the treatment of nearby regions. For example, in the
case of Pt, the recognition of the 0(6) symmetry immediately led to
a new, simpler interpretation of the entire Os-Pt transition
region as undergoing an 0(6)+SU(3) transition.

It was pointed out rather early that nuclei such as Ba
resembled the 0(6) limit but the data were sparce: states of higher
T values or those of the higher lying a<N representations were not
assigned. Many crucial B(E2) values remained unknown. Consequent-
ly, this suggestion was not explored in detail. Recently, how-
ever,
group'
particularly useful since, like (n,Y), it is highly non-selective
and yet accesses as broad spin range. These data provide a wealth
of new information that now permits a careful inspection of the
A-130 region.

The level schemes for eight of these nuclei are collected in
Fig. 5 and grouped according to their 0(6) quantum numbers. For
comparison a typical 0(6) spectrum and that for Pt, with ener-
gies multiplied by 1.63 (see below), are appended at the right.
Tables 1 and 2 show some energy relations and relative B(E2)
values.

Several points are clear upon inspection of this figure and
the tables:
1) All of the nuclei closely resemble the 0(6) limit. The 4+

1/2
+
1

and 2+2/2+i energy ratios are all close to 2.5. All the nuclei
have, albeit to differing degrees, the typical 0(6) clustering
in the Y band. More generally, all exhibit clearly identifi-
able, closely grouped, T multiplets. None (except Xe which
is unique in other respects as well) has a first excited (0+2)
level near the 4 +! and 2+2 states. Rather, the first excited 0 +

state, where known, always lies near the 4+2 and 3+i levels and,
moreover, decays preferentially to the 2+2 state, not the 2+\.

extensive data have been acquired, primarily by the Koln
> ~22 using the («,nY) and ( C.xnY) reactions. The former is
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insensitive to the cubic term.
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This is the allowed transition for a x*3 level and is one of the
distinguishing features between 0(6) and SU(5>. In several of
the nuclei, states identifiable as the heads of the o=N-2 repre-
sentation can be recognized. In Xe, a 4 + state with T=4 is
also assigned, based on its energy and decay properties. This
is the first identification of the complete T=4 multiplet since
this 4 + level has not been found in Pt to date. The B(E2)
values also follow closely the 0(6) predictions: allowed transi-
tions are invariably strong or, if unobserved, the upper limits
allow for strong relative B(E2) values. Forbidden transitions
are always weak. Breaking of the 0(6) selection rules are at
the 10% or less level with the exception of two transitions at
the 15% level. In some cases, such as the decay of the 3+y
level, the agreement with 0(6) is remarkable. The only notable
deviations from 0(6) lie in the detailed relative sizes of the
three allowed transitions from the 5+y level. In addition to
the results tabulated here, others, omitted for space reasons,
such as the B(E2) values for the T-4 2 + and 4 + states, also
agree well with 0(6).

2) All of the nuclei are remarkably similar to each other and to
Pt. The only important systematic change, across these

nuclei is the 4+2~3+i spacing which grows with increasing mass
in the Ba isotopes. The relative energies of the a=N-2 0 +

states are rather stable, increasing slightly with mass. Even
the deviations from 0(6) are similar. As will be seen below,
the 4"**2~3+i splittings are too large, and, in every case (again
except Xe), the 0"*2(T"3) level is at or above the 3+i energy,
rather than below it as required by the monotonic energy order-
ing of states within a T multiplet due to the J(J+1) term in
eq. 4. Whatever interactions break the 0(6) limit in Ft are
presumably active and comparably strong in the A=130 region.

3) The factor of 1.63 multiplying the Pt energies is just a
convenient number designed to put the ?t energies on a similar
scale to the other nuclei. Nevertheless, it is interesting to
note that it is not far from an A5'^ scaling which is the
characteristic factor for the inertial parameter of a quadrupole
ellipsoid.

4) In many respects, these Xe and Ba nuclei are better representa-
tions of 0(6) than is 196Pt. For example, in 196Pt the 2+

2/2
+]

energy ratio is lower than in Xe-Ba, the 4+2~3+i energy split-
ting is relatively larger, the 0"*'(T=3) level disagrees more with
the predicted sequence for the T=3 multiplet, the 0 + ( T = 3 ) level
has a relatively stronger decay branch to the 2+i level and the
3-y+4g transition is too strong. On the other hand, of
course, more levels from the higher. a<N, representations and
more examples of the characteristic 0+-2+-2+ sequences are known
in I96Pt.
There are two particularly interesting aspects of these

results that deserve expanded discussion. In the CQF with X"0> the
Hamiltonian of eq. 1 cannot, of course, laad to three independent
terms in the 0(6) eigenvalue eq. 4 but rather gives a special case
of 0(6) in which A/4=B. This implies that the CQF implicitly



Table I : Empirical Energy Ratios near A • 130

l20xe

iZ4xe
126Xe

l28Xe

128Ba

130Ba

132Ba

134Ba

196Pt

0(6)?)

Tiiax.a)

Y » 3 0 Q

N

10

a
7
6

8

7
6
5
6
N
—

2.47

2.48

2.42

2.33

2.69

2.52

3.43

t.32

2.47

2J5-3.33

2.67

2.72

2.39

2.26

2.13

3.U
2.54

2.22

1.93

1.94

0-2^5

2.0

E42"E3l
E2l

0.41

0.54

0.44

0.39

0.17

0.33

0.47

0.54

0.78

0-1.33

2.67

0.25

0.32

0.28

3.c,

0.10

0.20

0.31

0.41

0.46

0-0.57

0.73

EirE0(x-3)
E42-E3l

i- 2.4

- O.U
- 0.02

- 0.8C

—

- 0.04

- 0.36

- 0.43

^ 1.5

(-«)

Eo(o«N-2)

E22-E2l

—
3-53

3.57

--

—
—

3.83

4.21

4<NH)
U)

a) Ranges of values for some 0(6) entries give the extrema for B»C and C»B In eq.4. since

one expects B to dominate C, the corresponding end of each range Is favored and underlined.

For the last column, the general 0(6) limit of eq.S allows any value. However, the CQF

gives a special case of the 0(6) limit in which A/4 » B, giving the relation Indicated. In

the simplest version of a triaxial rotor, O*' states are at infinite energy, as Indicated,

although of course, 3-softness can be introduced into that model. Data from refs. 17-25.

Table I I : Relative B (E2) values near A - 130 compared to-the 0(6) limit')
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0
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h
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—
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„
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0
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h
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—
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..
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—

0

222
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62

91
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42

89
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91

(1
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...
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1.0

1.7

1.7
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0
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..
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..
..

..
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—
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..
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0
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0
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a) For each Initial level, one transition is assigned a value of 100. The 0(6) values are always for

N»6: they change l i t t le with H. The rotor values are Alaga rules. In the rotor, i t is arbitrarily

assumed that there is a factor of 100 difference between intra- and 1nter-band transition B(E2)

values. To emphasize this arbitrariness transitions to a given band are grouped within parentheses.

Where mixing ratios are measured, the E2 strength has been used; elsewhere, pure E2

multipolarities are assumed. From refs. 17 - 25.



Incorporates a relation between the T and a energy scales, that is,
between the strength of the 0(6) and 0(3) degeneracy breaking steps
in eq. 5. In deformed nuclei the analogous statement would concern
a relation between the rotational energy scale and that of the &
band intrinsic excitation. When the CQF was proposed , there was
no a priori reason to expect this special case to exist empirical-
ly: yet, the previously deduce<i parameter values for Pt, A/4 -
46.2 and B - 43 keV, were indeed nearly equal. It is all the more
surprising now to observe this same special relation nearly satis-
fied throughout the Xe-Ba region, as evidenced by the approximate
regional 0(6) parameters shown in Fig. 5. This is also clear from
the energy ratios So+(a«N-2)/(

E2+2~E2+
1)

 in Table 1 that
hover near a value of 4 which is close to the Ft value and to the
CQF prediction of 4,67 for N-6. The underlying significance of the
linking of the T and a energy scales is a topic deserving further
study.

The second point of special interest is the Y band energy
staggering. While the CJ(J+1) term in eq. 4 in principle allows
for any 4^9~3+i spacing, one expects the T multiplets to be closely
grouped (i.e., C « B ) in a good 0(6) nucleus. Moreover, in any
case, C can be extracted from other spacings and one can then test
if the empirical 4+2~3+i spacing is reproduced. One finds that, in
general, in this region, this is not the case: the Y band is more
regularly spaced than in the 0(6) limit. From Fig. 4 (upper part)
one notes that this is just the effect of an increase in Y rigidity
compared to the extreme Y independence of the 0(6) limit, suggest-
ing that these nuclei are Y soft but not completely Y unstable.
This idea is made more quantitative in the lower part of Fig, 4
which shows calculations of Y band energies, for N-8 and X"0(0(6))
as a function of 63/B, for several C values. (See caption for a
detailed explanation of the figure.) Each nucleus is plotted
according to its known Y band energy values and with a range of C
values extracted from the 6+i-4+2 and 4+2~2+i energy spacings that
are nearly independent of Y softness. If the 4"*"2"3+i spacing were
consistent with 0(6) all the plotted points should lie at the
extreme left (i.e., at 93"0). At the other extreme, with devia-
tions from 0(6), a wide range of values of the energy ratio plotted
is possible. Thus, the figure gives, in effect, the 83/B value
needed to reproduce consistently all the energy spacings. It is
remarkable to observe then the very systematic behavior: the Xe
isotopes all cluster in a narrow range and the Ba isotopes show a
clear systematic increase in required triaxiality. Again, it is
interesting to note that Pt deviates from the 0(6) limit more
than any of these nuclei near A-130. It is also< clear that none of
them approaches very close to the pure triaxial case.

To summarize the foregoing:
1) The naw data clearly point to the A=130 region as a good, and

extensive, example of the 0(6) symmetry, which is, in some
respects, better and more widespread than in Pt.

2) The nuclei are all remarkably similar to each other and to the
Pt isotopes, even in the characteristic deviations from 0(6).



3) The relation between the a and T energy scales is nearly identi-
cal to Tt and both are very close to the special case of 0(6)
given in the Consistent Q Formalism, in which the coefficients
A/4 and B are equal. It is clearly of considerable interest to
explore further the deeper meaning of this relation between the
energy scales of the 0(6) and 0(5) steps in the chain decomposi-
tion (degeneracy breaking) of the parent U(6) group.

4) Fixing the C parameter from other, more stable energy split-
tings, it turns out that the energy staggering (e.g., 4+2~3+i
spacing) in the Y band cannot be rigorously accounted for in
0(6) but rather implies somewhat less Y softness than in the
extreme limit. Calculations with a cubic term that introduces a
more rigid asymmetry were able to reproduce the data with
smoothly varying values of the relative strength parameter,
83/B. These nuclei are Y soft but not Y independent.
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